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Launch the application 
Launch the application either from the desktop icon  
or from the Windows Start > All Programs list. 

If a permanent license is installed the application login screen will be displayed, otherwise a licensing 
screen indicating the licence type, status and options will be displayed. Select the required option 
and press continue. 

 
 

The next screen will ask you to input your Login Name and Password.  Unless you have changed this 
in settings, the default Login Name is Admin and the default Password is Admin.  The next time you 
login, the application will remember and automatically populate the Login Name but will require you 
to enter the password again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Office Voice Ultimate will now launch. To maximise the application for your screen either double 
click the top window border of the application or click the maximise button (between minimise and 
close) on the top right of the application. 
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The Today Screen 

The default home screen will be the ‘Today’ screen. In default, the screen will show four charts 
however it is possible to choose the graphs you want displayed, what they show and how they look. 
It is also possible to swap the position of charts and increase or decrease their width.   The Today 
screen resets at midnight every day (unless changed in system settings) and provides information 
about what going on in your telephone system for that day.  
 

 

 
Customising the Today Screen 
The Today screen in the Office Voice Ultimate can be altered to fit a wide range of analytical 
requirements. 
 
Deleting Charts 

It is possible to delete charts by left clicking on a chart to select it then pressing the Delete button.  

 
 

Adding Charts 
It is possible to add charts by double clicking on the chart required within the Available Charts box 
on the left hand side of the application. The list below shows the Pro charts available.  
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Changing the appearance of the Charts 
To change a chart, click on it to select it then choose an option from the Chart Types drop-down box 
displayed below. 

 

Chart Filters 
It is possible to apply filters to certain charts displayed allowing you to select, for example, which 
extensions or departments are displayed on the charts. Simply click on a chart to select it then right 
click and select filters.   
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Advanced customisation  
Advanced customisation of the Today screen beyond the simple addition and deletion of charts, 
changing colours and changing chart types can be effected by clicking a chart to select it then right 
clicking to select chart or series properties. Alternatively click the buttons on the menu bar. 

 
 
 

Selecting chart properties (or clicking the 
properties button on the menu bar) will 
launch an advanced options window 
allowing you to edit many of the chart 

 Selecting series properties (or clicking the settings 
button on the menu bar) will launch an advanced 
options window allowing you to edit many of the 
data series properties, ie everything from the x 
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properties, ie. everything from the x and y 
axis outwards. 

and y axis inwards. 

 

 

Saving and loading profiles 
Today screens will have their layout saved to the main database on a per username basis however it 
is possible to save a profile to the database so it can be loaded by someone else who also wished to 
use it. Clicking on the Office icon (3 cubes) on the top left of the application will open a menu allow 
you to save and load profiles. 
 

 
 
 
Additional Today Screen Features 

Located at the top right of the Today screen is a small panel of buttons providing additional Data 
features.  
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Calls Today 
 

 
 
Calls Today will display details of all the calls for that day. This data can be sorted by clicking on the 
column heading of the item that the list needs to be ordered by.  The list is sorted by the times the 
calls when the screen is opened, however clicking on Call Style will order the list by call styles such as 
incoming, outgoing, etc. Likewise sorting by Ring Time would display the list in either shortest to 
longest ring times or longest to shortest.  Repeated clicks on the column heading reverses the order.   

 

 
Note: To return to the Today screen click on the ‘Return to Today Page’ link on the top right. 

 

Returned Calls 
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The ‘Returned Calls’ screen refers to abandoned inbound calls. Calls where people have rung in but 
given up and hang-up before the call has been answered. The abandoned calls will be displayed as a 
list and will be coloured either red or green. The red ones still require a call back. The green ones 
have either been called back and been spoken to already, or the caller has subsequently called again 
and this time been answered, therefore not requiring a call back. As with all these data screens, the 
data can be sorted column by column by clicking on the column headings. 
  

 

 
 

Note: To return to the Today screen click on the ‘Return to Today Page’ link on the top right. 

 

Setting up abandoned call email alerts (Alarms) 
The application can be set to send e mail notification of abandoned inbound calls at either DDI, 
Extension or Group. These notifications can be sent to individual recipients or a group. Multiple 
different notifications can be set.  Note:  Unless the outbound e mail server settings have been set in 
Options, the abandoned call notifications will not be sent. For instructions on how to enter these 
settings see  ‘Setting up the outbound email server details’ 
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To set up an email notification: 

• Click on System (Button on bottom left) 
• Click on ‘Alarm Management’ (left) 
• Click on ‘Alarms’ to open Alarms screen and display all alarms that have been created 
• Click on ‘Add’ (Big Green Cross on Top Menu Bar) 
• Select Alarm to add from list that pops up then click Add 
• Click on ‘Add’ in new window that opens and select DDI, Extension or Group 
• Click OK 
• Next click on the Email tab  
• Click on ‘Add’ and enter the e mail address/es that the notification will be sent to. Click on 

Add after each e mail address before saving and closing. 
• Finally check the ‘Enabled’ option to enable the alarm 
• Click ‘Save and Close’. 

Call Statistics 
 

 
 
The call statistics data page display summary details for the site for the day plus provides an easy 
way of drilling down through call data.  Simply double click one call types in the top screen to show 
the drilled down data in the screen below. Likewise it is possible to double click on entries in the 
middle screen to display the drilled down data in the bottom screen. 
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Note: To return to the Today screen click on the ‘Return to Today Page’ link on the top right. 
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Extension Statistics 
 

 

The extension statistics page displays data for the extension users and is sortable by each column of 
data. These columns include: 

• Extension No. 
• Name 
• Answered Calls 
• Outgoing Calls 
• Trunk Calls  
• Trunk Calls* 

• Total calls 
• Abandoned Calls 
• Internal Calls 
• Total Duration Incoming 
• Total Duration Outgoing 
• Total Duration 

• Average Duration 
• Total Duration Trunk 
• Average Duration Trunk 
• Longest Duration 
• Numbers Contacted 
• Status 

 

 

(* Indicates call was transferred) 

Note: To return to the Today screen click on the ‘Return to Today Page’ link on the top right.  

 
 

Running Reports 
To run a report, select the Reports section from the buttons on the bottom left or from the tabs on 
the top menu bar. 
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The Reports section will open showing the reports available. The reports are split into report types, 
ie Most Popular Reports, Call Reports, ACD Reports and Contact Management Reports. Each of these 
sections is accessed by clicking on the report folders on the left or the buttons on the top menu bar.  

 

To run a report, either double click the report required, or highlight it and press Run Report 

 

 

Saving a Report to ‘Favourite Reports’ for easy access 
Reports from the main list can be dragged and dropped into the Favourite Reports section. Hold the 
left mouse button down whilst over a report then drag it into the Favourite Reports section. Release 
the left mouse button to drop the report into the Favourite Reports section. 
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Previewing Reports 
Clicking on the ‘Help’ link to the right of each Report will open a new window containing information 
about the report and an image showing how it will look when generated. Close this new window to 
return to the Reports page. Clicking ‘Demo’ will run a report for the current day. 

Note: Please note that this section is generic to the whole range of applications therefore may 
contain Reports not available within individual applications. Speak to your telephone system supplier 
to find out more about the range of applications available. 
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Clicking on the Report List Book Icon at the top of the Contents Tab will display Reports sorted by the 
application they are available within. By adding the following applications you would gain these 
additional Reports 

Office Xpress – All reports listed under Call Reports 

Office Pro – Call Reports plus all additional reports listed under ACD Group Reports 

Office Campaign - Call Reports plus all additional reports listed under Contact Management Reports 

Office Enterprise – Call Reports, ACD Group Reports plus all reports listed under Network Reports 

Office Voice – Call Reports plus all reports listed under Recorded Call Reports 
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Filtering Reports 
When you run a report you will be asked to filter it to display the information you require 

 

The first tab at the top of the filter window allows you to select the date range of the report.  By 
selecting Week Ending it will report on a period covering the last 7 days and Month Ending will 
report on a period covering the last 30 days. To report on a period between two dates, select User 
Defined and select your start and end dates  

 
 
Selecting and setting time range and days to report on will further narrow down the report data to 
specific times during the days and specific days only. 
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Running a quick report to screen 
Once you have selected the date range above, you can simply run the report to screen by pressing 
Print to Screen 

 

 
The report will then be generated and displayed on the screen as below.  The icons on the top will 
allow you to save or print the report, zoom in and out and move through the pages. 
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For other output types of reports see: 

Running a Report to a File 
Running a Report to a Printer 
Sending a Report to an E Mail Address 

Filtering Reports by Call Styles 
You can choose which types of calls are reported on. Simply check the boxes for the type of calls 
required. If no boxes are checked, all call data will be included. 
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Reporting on calls to or from certain numbers 
You can filter the reports to only shows call to or from certain numbers, looking for either complete 
or partial matches, and in addition you can select certain numbers to exclude from reports. Simply 
type in the number and press Add next to the include or exclude boxes dependent upon whether 
you want that number included or excluded from the reports. Partial match numbers, i.e. area 
codes, shown be appended with %%.  In the example shown below, only calls to and from 0207 
100200 and any calls to or from numbers starting 01344 will be reported on until you press add to 
include calls to and from 0207 100201. 
 

 

 

Additional Filters 
You can also select the Filters tab and select filters for cost, duration or ring time.  The typical filters 
chosen on this screen would be for choosing specific users extensions to be included within the 
report. By selecting this option a report will be generated for Individual extensions, clicking on the 
Binoculars to the right of the field will bring up an extension list of all users. Clicking a single user, 
Ctrl-clicking to select multiple users or Shift-clicking for a range of users, allows you to customise the 
report as required. Once you have selected the required extension users, press OK. 

By default the Generate report for: will have the All option selected, which will report on all 
extensions within the system. 
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Once you have selected the extensions, you can save them as a group for reporting in the future 

       

Once saved, you will be able to select that extension group name whenever you want 
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Running a Report to File 
To run a report as a file and save it to a folder location either on a local machine or across the 
network, select save to file from the Output tab. Ignore any error message that states ‘File Location 
not set’ by pressing OK, which will lead you to the output screen. 

Select Report Destination as File from the drop-down options, then click browse to select the 
location you want the file saved to, enter a file name then select the file type from the drop down 
selection. Finally press Save 

Supported File Formats: 

• .pdf – Adobe PDF - (default) 
• .raf – Archive File 
• .xhtml – XHTML 
• .html – HTML 
• .rtf – Rich Text 
• .doc – Word 
• .xls – Excel 

 • .bmp – Bitmap Image 
• .wmf – Meta File 
• .jpg – JPEG Image 
• .gif – GIF Image 
• .png – PNG Image 
• .tif – TIFF Image 
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Note: If you tick the option box ‘Exclude date/time stamp from scheduled report filename’ the 
report will write over itself every time it runs. If you leave it un-ticked, it will create a new file each 
time and append the file name with a reference. 

Running a Report to a Printer 
To run a report to your default printer, simple press Print to Printer, or go to the Output tab then 
press ‘Print to Printer’. 

 

 

Sending a Report to an E-Mail address 
To send a report to an e-mail address or group of addresses, select E-Mail from the drop-down 
selection on the Output tab, then enter the recipient’s e mail address and press add. Multiple e-mail 
addresses and group addresses may be used. This feature is normally used in conjunction with ‘Add 
Schedule’ 
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Setting up the outbound email server details 
In order to send reports as emails, first the outbound email server details must be entered. Click on 
options on the top menu, then e mail settings and e mail server to enter the details. Contact your IT 
department if you are unsure of the information required (Gmail is shown as an example). 
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Setting a Schedule to automate the running of Reports 
Once the filters required for a report are set, you can schedule it to run on a regular basis. This is 
most commonly used for reports saved to file or automatically being sent by e-mail. Ensure you have 
set all the filters including output type before selecting Add Schedule. On this screen you will need to 
enter the name of the report, how frequently it runs, the time for the report to be generated, (in this 
example it will run daily at 21:00hrs from the 8th August until the 8th September), the start date and 
the end date. Once you press Schedule at the bottom, it will be saved to your Scheduled Reports. 
Multiple Scheduled reports can be set up. 
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Reviewing your Scheduled Reports 
You can see all your Scheduled Reports by selecting the Reports Tab then clicking on Scheduled 
Reports from the tree on the left hand side or by pressing the Schedule Reports Button. Right 
Clicking on a Report will allow you to view and edit a saved scheduled report. 

 

 

System Settings 
The systems settings button doesn’t display by default. To make the button visible drag the 
horizontal bar up to allow room for the system settings button to be displayed as shown below. 

          

Drag the bar up to reveal the System button (as above) or click the system icon shown above left in 
orange.  

 

Alternatively you can select the System tab from the top. 
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From within the System tree you are able to create Departments and add extension users using 
either Right Click or selecting Add or Edit from the buttons at the top. This will allow you to report on 
groups of extension users belonging to any named departments that have been set up. 
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Recorded call icons in reports 
If a person has permission set that allows them to play back recordings runs any of the detailed calls 
reports, additional icons will appear next to each call in the report allowing the recording to be 
played back or saved to disk. If the user does not have permission to play back the recording, the 
icons will not appear when they run the report. 
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Searching for Call Recordings 

When an Office Solutions Call Recorder is installed, inbound and outbound calls over your 
lines/extensions will be recorded for later review. (Note to record all extension calls an extension 
side recorder is required.)  These recordings are simple to search for, playback through the 
computers speakers or headphones, save to a file (as a .wav file), e mail to a colleague, add notes or 
documents to and where appropriate, review call and score for quality.    

 
Recordings can be searched for using the following filters to narrow down the results returned: 

• Date or date range 
• Time of day range 
• Telephone number or partial telephone number (using %% wildcard) 
• Inbound, outbound or both 
• Extension or selection of extensions that may have made or received the call 
• The DDI that the call may have come in on (ie a Sales DDI or individual DDI) 
• Call Duration (in seconds, minutes or hours) 
• Risk Flag (if a call had been flagged as being at risk, ie abusive, etc.) 
• Text - words used within any notes added to reviewed calls 

 
In addition to these standard filters, advanced filters can also be used to narrow down results by: 

• Person (internal user) 
• Recorder (if multiple recorders are installed) 
• Channel  
• Account Code (if an account code was inputted by a staff member during the call) 

Searching for a call recording 
To search for a recording click on the Recorder button to open the Call Recorder screen 
 

 

The Search filters can be found on the top left of the application.  
The additional search filters can be revealed by toggling ‘More Filters’ / ‘Hide Filters’. (Below Search 
Button) 
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Entering your search criteria 

  

1. Select the date/date range  
you require from the first  
drop-down box. Week Ending 
means last 7 days. Ensure that 
you select a date/date range 
when searching for 
recordings. 

 2.Selecting User Defined 
allows you to select a start 
and finish date by clicking on 
the date icon on the right 
hadn side of the drop-down. 
Only recordings within this 
range will be searched for. 
 

 3. Select a Start and End 
time whereby only 
recordings within that range 
will be searched for. 

 

 

  

 

4. Enter the telephone number, or partial telephone 
number followed by %% to search for recordings with 
full or partial number match. Ensure you tick the partial 
box if searching for partial numbers. 

If you want to search for recordings of incoming or 
outgoing calls only, tick the appropriate box. 

You can click Search at any point after entering a date 
range. Any other filter settings are optional. 
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5. To search for recordings of calls made or received at specific extensions or DDI numbers, click on 
the button to the right of the drop-downs, select an extension/DDI from the list by double clicking it. 
Multiple extensions and DDI’s can be selected at once by using shift and control keys, i.e. click/shift 
click for a range or control click to select multiples. If the buttons are not displayed, hover the mouse 
cursor over the area to the right of the drop-downs and the clickable button will appear.  

 

 
 Click on More Filters (below the search button)  

to expand the search criteria window 
 

 

6. You can search for recordings 
that have specific durations 

 7. You can choose to include 
recordings that have been 
marked at risk within the 
results. 

 8. You can search for 
recordings whose notes 
include certain words or 
text 
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 9. Additional advanced drop-down filters can also be set for 
the following: 

• Person – Extension User 

• Recorder – Select a recorder when multiple 
recorders are installed 

• Channel – recorded calls on a particular channel 
(line) 

• Account Codes – only display results for call 
recordings that are tagged with a specific account 
code i.e. Client code or call result code. 

 

 
 10. Once you have selected your desired search criteria, click 

on Search to bring back your results. 
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Reviewing Call Recording Search Results 
 
The search results will be displayed as below. As you carry out additional searches, the results will 
appear on new tabs as below. Simply double-click on a result and the recording will start playing. 

 

 

Additional actions can be selected by right-clicking on a recording 

 

 

Or alternatively by highlighting a recording then clicking one of the buttons on the menu bar 
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What you can do with the call recordings 
 

• Playback – Simply double click on a call recording to play it back through the PC speakers 
or through headphones plugged into your PC 
 

 
 

• E Mail – Forward the call recording by e mail as either a ‘.wav’ audio file or as a compressed 
zip file. 
 

 

• Save – Save the call recording as a ‘.wav’ audio file  
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• Create Playlists and add recordings – After you have created a playlist you will be able 
to add call recordings to it 
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• Add and view notes – You can add text notes and links to documents to each call 
recording. In addition you can forward the recording complete with notes and document 
links to internal parties or send them as an e mail to external recipients.  
 

 
 

 
 

• Highlight a call recording as being ‘At Risk’ and add an optional reminder.  
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• Apply a QA/Agent Scoring test – In some organisations, Compliance officers,team 
leaders or supervisors may listen to a sample of recordings and score the call for defineable 
criteria, such as politeness, clarity, remembering to mention a special offer, etc. The criteria 
is set up as a test with System settings, however, tests are applied from the call recording 
results screen. 
 

 
 
Select a test to apply from the pick list then grade each question and add optional notes 
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Creating QA/Agent Scoring Tests 
QC/Agent Scoring can be carried out by listening to a selection of recordings and scoring them 
against defined questions using defined scores. Example question could be ‘Did they answer the 
phone with the correct greeting?’ or ‘Was the caller satisfied at the end of the call?’ with a scoring 
range of 1 to 5. Once tests have been carried out, the results can be reported on. 

Creating Test Criteria 
QA/Agent Scoring tests are created in the recorder management section whose tree can be 
expanded within system settings (system settings can be accessed from the system tab on the menu 
bar or by clicking the system button on the bottom left of the application).  The first task is to set up 
the questions that you will use in your tests and select the available scoring, i.e. score awarded, 
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failure score and maximum score. Click Add to create a new question or Edit to change an existing 
one. Each question will require a unique ID. 

 

 
If you want to split your questions, you can create sections as below 
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Creating the tests  
Once the test criteria (think of them as the questions) have been created, plus any sections if 
required, you can then create a test by clicking the add button. It will require a unique ID and 
desciption plus a high and low score percentage.  
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Once the test has been created you will then see it in the list of available tests. Highlight it and click 
edit in order to access the criteria tab and start adding your questions created earlier. 
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Reporting on QA Test Results 
The Reports section of the product contains a number of QA Test specific reports including: 

• Agent Performance Summary 
• Calls by Person / Agent – Detail 
• Calls by Person / Agent – Summary 
• Failed QC Calls 
• QC Test Detail Report 
• Quality Assurance - Detail 
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